Abstract. Gamma-ray tomography is used for non-invasive studying of objects. To enable correct interpretation of such measurements, they need to be presented in analysis-friendly way.
Introduction
Gamma tomography is used to image several processes, such as liquid/gas pipe flow, oil/water/gas gravity separation, pneumatic conveying, fluidized beds and flame combustion [4, 5] . Tomography is a non-intrusive technique in the sense that the object under consideration is not being obstructed, and robust non-invasive sensors are needed since in many applications the imaging system is requires to operate in e.g. aggressive and fast moving fluids and multiphase mixtures [6, 7] . The nature of the gamma industrial sensors is such that reconstruction algorithms developed for medical tomography are not applicable [2, 3] .
Typical gamma-ray tomograph comprises 85 CdZnTe detectors and 5 fan-beam collimated radioisotope sources and the device for the visualization of the cross-section of an object [8] . This indirect imaging system uses data gathered from detectors located around the object given.
Afterwards through numeric computation these numbers representing ray densities are converted into a 2D gammaray density distribution image. This numerical image processing requires us to discretize the area before any processing takes place. While some evaluations proposed the use of irregular grid [9] , this paper focuses on the classical approach of an array of identical elements. Those elements constituting the entire tomogram are referred as rexels (reconstruction element) -sharing resemblance with a pixel. The reconstruction can be based on a variety of algorithms. The major classes are analytical techniques and iterative/algebraic techniques [10] . While the first class performs much faster, the latter yields more accurate results for a limited data set. 
Reconstruction
The vector containing measurements [m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ] of an n-sensor system is a function of the density distribution in the cross section ζ(x, y) of an object studied. The relation between the vector and the cross section density distribution is therefore:
The reconstruction is then an inverse problem, as given the measurements vector we want to obtain information of density in function of x and y [1] . The previous section described that the reconstruction may be done by means of analytical techniques based on convolution and
Fourier transform theory, and includes typically filtered back projection and two-dimensional Fourier transform procedures, and the other solution are iterative/algebraic techniques which describe problem as a system of linear equations. For sufficient amount and quality of the available raysums both classes are accurate, with the iterative techniques being slower. However, the latter outperforms the former in terms of quality with the set of data we are operating on in this case -limited quantity of measurements. The spatial resolution of the imaging system will be 32×32 rexels, which is sufficient for the investigated processes.
ILST Algorithm
The commonly used algorithm for image reconstruction is ILST (Iterative Least Squares Technique). Algorithm in the set number of iterations modifies the values of rexels (reconstruction elements) yielding a better image. The best reconstruction was usually observed using 5 to 8 iterations.
After the discretization of the area, value of each rexel can be calculated from the following equation:
where:
p j -the value measured by j-th detector, N -the number of rexels, ρ i -the density of rexel i, w ji -the weight determined by tomograph geometry. 
P ray -area of rexel i covered by ray j, P rexel -area of rexel (the same for each, as the rexels are uniform).
The iterative approach is based on modifying each pixel value on each step until a set condition is met. For l-th iteration the value of rexel is derived from the following equation:
-new rexel density, ∆ρ l ij -adjustment for rexel i calculated using ray j.
The adjustment value is derived from the differences between the measured values and calculated using the equation (2) . If in the current iteration step l rexel i has value ρ l i , then using (2) we can determine what the detector measurements should be and we obtain the equation (5) .
where: p l cj -value which should be measured by detector j,
We can then calculate the adjustment value for each rexel:
∆p l j -the difference between the detector measured and the calculated value for detector j, p j -normalized value for detector j.
Tools
In order to check different transfer functions a set of special tools was developed. The transfer functions were implemented as any order polynomial. In most scenarios fifth-order polynomials were used.
Polynomial design tool
To simplify the process of choosing appropriate transfer curves a simple tool for visual design was developed.
By simple drag-and-drop commands a set of points can be moved around to graphically select interesting curves, which is immediately translated into a set of coefficients can be represented as a vector (7).
Thus the calculation of the polynomial can be written as (9). 
Tab. 1: Some coefficients used for the research obtained from visualization tools
Visualization tool
The possible polynomials having been set, they can be easily incorporated into the test tool, which has the implementation of ILST algorithm along with various visualization palettes that allow us to easily differentiate the density not only by value, but also by hue. We can test how these behave using our test data. c) The second shape is almost identical to the previous one; this however is even more extreme in its focus at the ends while being even less focused on mids.
d) The third curve emphasizes the middle part while giving less contrast on the ends.
e) The fourth mapping is the more extreme version of d),
it compresses the dynamic range of the reconstructed image further.
f) The fifth attempt was to ignore the upper end of the range and focus on the lower values.
g) The sixth image represents the drawing of the reconstruction which transfer curve focuses on the upper range of the image, giving more contrast to the dynamics in this region.
h) The last shape is a more aggressive version of f). 
Conclusions
Based on the results shown in Fig. 5 we are able to conclude that some curve-shapes are working against proper visibility and have little or no resemblance to the original phantom. Initially, we can discard reconstructions "d", "e", "f" and "h", which lack necessary contrast and smaller drill holes are barely visible.
Among images "b" and "c" we can prefer the former as it has changes visible around the smaller drill holes. The intermediate levels could be then interpreted as smaller diameter objects that are not that distinguishable as the central hole.
However, "g" reconstruction yields even better contrast with the use of lesser iterations. While individual objects tend to blend together a little, they still can be easily distinguished and, in comparison with the original phantom image, there is a lots of resemblance between those two.
A development of new DMR algorithm has been discussed. The simulation result from the dual sensor tomography show the sensor system enables to produce high quality image and sharpness in full range distribution.
Recent progress in instrumentation and the availability of better computational tools, together with the combination with other methods, such as proposed imaging promise that progress in the next years will be rapid.
